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Bespoke Silhouettes
Ambella Home 2017 April Designs Create Unique and Elegant Impressions
DALLAS, TX (April 20th, 2017) – The latest home furnishings collection from Ambella Home take their
inspiration from classic forms, shapes and proportions. Updated to fit todays interiors, these new
silhouettes reflect a variety of lifestyles, from causal transitional to updated traditional. These designs
and many best-selling styles will be featured in Ambella’s Hamilton Wrenn Design District Showroom –
310 North Hamilton, Suite 110 (entrance on Fred Alexander.)
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Statuario Center Table (09415-640-001) – Natural Marble seems to bend and twist on this dramatic
center table. Stainless steel accents. 5/8” thick round clear glass top. This one of a kind amorphic form
creates a sculptural focal point in a room. 42” dia x 30”h

Taurus Chair (208-00) - Inspired by Mid Century Modern furniture, this classic 3 legged chair features an
upholstered bent shell seat and back. Beech triangular stretchers tie together three tapered legs. 30”w x
29”d x 32”h

Raymond Bar Cabinet (67005-820-001) – Inspired by classical continental forms, this bar cabinet
features two chalk white finished doors pierced with acrylic filled holes arranged in graceful ovals. The
illuminated interior of the cabinet includes one glass adjustable shelf. Mahogany X stretchers tie
together elegant, tapered legs. An acrylic finial at the intersection of the stretchers completes the
silhouette. 42” w x 19” d x 72”h

Gemini Sofa (1102-02) –The Gemini Sofa cuts a dramatic silhouette with its carved foot print and tall,
tufted back. Flowing arms terminated into the diamond tufted back raised over 2 boxed seat cushions.
Brass feet are standard. Stainless Steel feet and solid Beech tapered feet are also available. A pair of 22 x
22 and a pair of 20 x 20 throw pillows complete the look. 136 ½”w x 37”d x 37”h

Malone Cocktail Table (65022-920-001) – This stunning cocktail table features a warm grey oak top
mounted on an elegant aged brass ring and raised on thick slab acrylic legs. The legs suspend a glass
shelf with an aged brass gallery. Visible brass bolts add to the industrial chic of this table. 42” dia x 18” h

Ansel Cocktail Ottoman (126-00) - Inspired by Danish Modern pieces of the 1950's this cocktail ottoman
features a tightly upholstered top with a welted border, raised over sculpted, Y shaped Beech legs.
42” w x 42” d x 19” h

Milford Bedside Table (69500-900-001) Taking its inspiration from classic continental furniture shapes,
this bow front bedside table includes one drawer raised on tall, tapered brass legs. The bronze finished
base supports a generous shelf. White oak is finished in a warm grey tone with a reeded and brass pull.
34” w x 19” d x 30”h

Claude Chair (225-00) - Inspired by classic English parlor chairs, this petite chair was designed to have
the sitter sit sideways with their elbow resting on the back of the chair for easy conversations. The chair
features a tight seat with a welted border and carved legs with brass ferrules and stretchers. An
upholstered back roll finishes the look. 24”w x 28”d x 29”h

ABOUT AMBELLA HOME
Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Ambella Home was founded in 1995 by George Moussa. Each piece in
the line is uniquely designed and manufactured. A meticulous production management process ensures
that every item consistently embodies the company’s signature hallmarks of beautiful design and quality
craftsmanship. Skilled carvers, craftspeople and artistic finishers use only the finest raw materials and
best techniques to handcraft each silhouette. The line continues to evolve into a true lifestyle brand
with a new collection of upholstery – all bench-crafted, made to order in the United States – now joining
the growing collection of fine furniture and home accents for every room in the home. For more
information, visit www.ambellahome.com or mail to 4910 Lakawana Street, Dallas, TX 75247
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